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Abstract

Collaboration without scripting and orchestration is hard to succeed. Technologies, especially
tangible user interfaces (UIs), show good advantages in supporting collaboration. Therefore,
I explored how to design and develop tangible UIs for collaboration. Initially, I investigated
tangible design space for collaboration. From theory, design principles, andmethod, I showed
how to design and develop tangible UIs for positive interdependence and shared attention,
which is essential for good collaboration.

Presenting three projects for positive interdependence and three for shared attention, I got
two key findings: First, positive interdependence project participants had reasonable enjoy-
ment, engagement, and collaboration. Tangible UIs with positive interdependence design
implies a) an interactive and physical space for interdependence, b) physical representation
with knowledge externalization for collaboration, and c) resource, interface, and interaction
interdependence. Second, shared attention project participants liked the prototypes and
showed good concentration. Tangible UIs with shared attention design implies a) a connected
interactive space, b) information and interaction visualization to attract users’ attention and
c) an interactive loop from attention to action.

I dug into rationales and actual developments of tangible technologies to benefit collaboration.
My research results show how tangible design can improve the collaborative experience.
Overall,my doctoral thesis has three contributions. First, I provided a design space framework
for tangible UI designs and elaborated practical design guidelines from theory, principle, and
approach to the actual prototype development. Second, I designed and developed sixteen
tangible prototypes to exemplify the approach. Finally, I discussed the insights of tangible
mechanisms for positive interdependence and shared attention in collaboration.
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Zusammenfassung

Zusammenarbeit ohne Skripting und Orchestrierung ist schwer zu erreichen. Technologien,
insbesondere Tangible User Interfaces (UIs), zeigen gute Vorteile bei der Unterstützung der
Zusammenarbeit. Daher habe ich untersucht, wie wir konkrete Benutzeroberflächen für
die Zusammenarbeit entwerfen und entwickeln können. Zunächst untersuchte ich konkrete
Gestaltungsräume für die Zusammenarbeit. Anhand von Theorie, Designprinzipien und
Methoden habe ich gezeigt, wie wir konkrete UIs für positive Interdependenz und gemeinsa-
me Aufmerksamkeit entwerfen und entwickeln können, was für eine gute Zusammenarbeit
unerlässlich ist.

Indem ich drei Projekte für positive Interdependenz und drei für geteilte Aufmerksamkeit
vorstellte, erhielt ich zwei wichtige Ergebnisse: Erstens hatten die Teilnehmer an positi-
ven Interdependenzprojekten eine angemessene Freude, Engagement und Zusammenarbeit.
GreifbareUIsmit positivem Interdependenzdesign implizieren: a) einen interaktiven undphy-
sischen Raum für Interdependenz, b) physische Repräsentation mit Wissensexternalisierung
für die Zusammenarbeit und c) Ressourcen-, Schnittstellen- und Interaktionsinterdependenz.
Zweitens mochten die Projektteilnehmer mit gemeinsamer Aufmerksamkeit die Prototypen
und zeigten eine gute Konzentration. Greifbare Benutzeroberflächen mit geteilter Aufmerk-
samkeitsgestaltung implizieren: a) einen verbundenen interaktiven Raum, b) Informations-
und Interaktionsvisualisierung, um die Aufmerksamkeit der Benutzer zu erregen, und c)
eine interaktive Schleife von der Aufmerksamkeit zur Aktion.

Ich habe mich mit den Gründen und tatsächlichen Entwicklungen konkreter Technologien
beschäftigt, um die Zusammenarbeit zu fördern. Meine Forschungsergebnisse zeigen, wie
greifbares Design die Zusammenarbeit verbessern kann. Insgesamt hat meine Doktorar-
beit drei Beiträge. Zunächst habe ich ein Design-Space-Framework für konkrete UI-Designs
bereitgestellt und praktische Design-Richtlinien von Theorie, Prinzip und Ansatz bis zur
eigentlichen Prototypenentwicklung ausgearbeitet. Zweitens entwarf und entwickelte ich
sechzehn greifbare Prototypen, um den Ansatz zu veranschaulichen. Abschließend disku-
tierte ich die Erkenntnisse über konkrete Mechanismen für positive Interdependenz und
gemeinsame Aufmerksamkeit in der Zusammenarbeit.
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The door is round and open.

Don’t go back to sleep.”
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1
INTRODUCTION

Cognition emerges from dynamical interactions among brain, body,
and world.

– Shapiro [129] (p. 156)

Collaboration facilitates groupwork andproblem-solving. It has shownmany benefits, such as
improved communication, innovation, and increased success. However, to have an effective
collaboration, we must consider many factors, such as monitoring group processes and
coordinating group communication. Tangible user interfaces (UI) are a promising technology
to improve collaboration. Thus, my thesis study investigates how to design and develop
tangible UIs to facilitate collaboration. This chapter introduces my research background,
identifies previous research gaps, proposes my research questions, and shows my thesis
overview.

1.1 Background

Collaboration has three core meanings [30, 50, 117, 146]: a) Participants mutually engage in a
coordinated effort to solve the problem together, b) Tasks in collaboration intertwine with
cognitive processes; c) Collaboration is an orchestrated activity where participants attempt to
construct andmaintain a shared problem conception. Collaboration hasmany advantages [30,
71], such as involving participants actively in a social-constructive, social-cultural, or shared
cognition environment. However, a successful collaboration requires specific interaction
patterns to occur [30], and this often needs instructional intervention [61]. Previous work
suggests three [8, 146] to five [41, 115] interactive patterns, such as positive interdependence
and promotive interaction, for collaboration to be productive. To facilitate promotive inter-
action [115] and knowledge construction [118], teachers or instructional designers need to
script collaborative activities and orchestrate them [30, 57] to have desirable outcomes.

Technology can facilitate this orchestration by providing tools for monitoring group activ-
ity and intervening when necessary [30]. However, existing technologies (e.g., tablets and
interactive whiteboards) have limited or preset interaction and communication patterns,
which restrict the effectiveness of collaborative activities. In addition, available technology
devices do not have specific considerations for the requirements of collaborative work from
a human-computer interaction (HCI) perspective. Physical affordance can change the mean-
ing of an artifact and actions put on it, which enhance ownership, enable engagement, and
facilitate awareness [136]. Studies from thefields of psychology [97], HCI [123], and technology-
enhanced learning [75] suggest that collaboration using tangible UIs is an essential research
area [47, P9].
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A tangible UI can be a system [56], representation [55], embedded technology [106], or com-
puting paradigm [8].Markova et al. [83] provided four criteria that a tangible UI must fulfill:
a) Tangible Objects: Contain one ormore physical objects as interactive devices; c) Embodiment:
Input and output are closely related, temporally or spatially; c)Metaphor: Digital and physical
spaces are closely integrated, and 4) Continuity: Support continuous interactions. Tangible
UIs have been used inmany collaborative scenarios, such as exploration [86, 99, 107], problem
solving [79, 81, 156], skill development [62, 90], and communication [22, 45]. Tangible UIs
have four main advantages. First, tangible interaction promotes or enhances collaborative
processes. Because tangible UIs provide access to shared representations of the problem,
thus increasing the group working memory and reducing cognitive load [29, 108]. Second,
tangible UIs support collaborative activities by allowing multiple users to interact simulta-
neously with the system [104], which could implicitly facilitate group communication and
collaboration [64]. Third, tangible UIs have the advantage of creating flexible, collaborative
learning environments [72, 123], which can include whole-class activities and discussion [52].
Finally, tangible UIs can create interdependence, provide multiple perspectives, and make
learners aware of their peers’ actions and eye gaze, all promoting productive collaborative
learning processes [29].

1.2 Problems

Even though many existing tangible studies support collaboration [7, 34, 45], it remains
unclear how to design tangible UIs as an orchestration tool for collaboration [P8, 138].
Orchestration means to “manage (or subtly guide) the different activities occurring at differ-
ent educational contexts and social levels, using different resources and tools in a synergic
way” [109, p. 586]. Technologies benefit all orchestration parts, including planning, regulating,
awareness, and intervening during collaborative learning [57, 109]. Compared to other tech-
nologies, there are three main reasons that tangible UIs can help orchestrate collaborative
learning activities.

First, tangible UIs act as physical objects to embody learning knowledge. Thus, object manip-
ulation becomes a process of knowledge internalization. For example, Rygh [119] found that
metaphors and affordances in physical objects were why tangible tools support collaboration.
StoryBlocks [69] was a tangible programming game where blind and visually impaired or
sighted high school students create audio stories by combining code blocks, which helped
novices learn computer science concepts. Sabuncuoglu [120] developed a tangible music
platform where children could create a melody by placing the designed tangible blocks in an
algorithmic structure. Baurley et al. [12] explored how tangible interfaces could capture and
communicate embodied knowledge as a recipe-authoring tool for innovative food, where
users could use their bodies to learn ingredients. In addition, many studies used cubic shapes
to include learners’ behaviors [73]. Students understand abstract concepts easier and better
by manipulating, placing, and arranging physical objects in space as input.
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My Work

Second, tangible UIs can be interactive objects to embed or visualize individual and group
activity-related information to support teacher awareness. Depending on the group’s progress,
the teacher may need to frequently shift the students’ attention to the learning requirements.
A tangible device can provide the necessary information to orchestrate these changes. For
example, Lantern [3], and Shelve [4] were designed to display teamwork information, such
as which team is working on which exercise, how long they have been working on that
exercise, whether they need help, and for how long. FireFlies2 [144] was designed to convert
the teacher’s cognitive workload into distributed cognitive tasks, which helped the teacher
focus more on adapting their instructions to students’ abilities and needs. Do [33] designed
tangible tabletops to help teachers manage the classroom and present visual information
about students’ progress. Finally, Baudisch et al. [11] developed Lumino, tangible blocks for
tabletop computers, to demonstrate how to use tangible blocks to control a regular touch
screen. The Lumino construction kit allows users to put together simple block constructions
in which the system automatically checks the designs and problems of the hypothetical
building.

Finally, tangible UIs can serve as a tool to facilitate communication and interaction, which
aims at triggering specific types of collaborative learning processes known to generate learn-
ing gains, such as providing explanations or elaborations, resolving conflicts, or mutually
regulating each other [31]. Compared to a tablet, the tangible device Quizbot [43] made the
children reach a consensus easier and treat each other more respectfully. PaperTUI [113] used
the social regulation approach to help users to create a web with digitally augmented physical
papers, which helps identify and model interactions that support students’ collaborative
learning activity. Sync Blocks [28] coordinated children’s collaboration by devising clear roles
and reducing conflicts. In addition, Gelsomini et al. [44] explored a new Bring Your Own De-
vice (BYOD)-based tangible technology-enhanced learning setup that supported the creation
and management of storytelling activities and fostered the development of communication
skills through mobile computer-supported collaborative learning. Meanwhile, this approach
could be extended to designed environments for special-needs individuals.

1.3 My Work

To have productive group work, we need to know how to create a better interaction space and
interaction affordance for collaboration. Collaboration does not always happen automati-
cally [32]. Orchestration tools with tangible technologies targeting the elements of successful
collaborations, e.g., positive interdependence (see its definition at Page 13) and shared at-
tention (see its description at Page 15), are promising solutions. Existing studies have shown
that tangible UIs could promote collaboration. However, we need systematic guidelines for
structuring collaboration with tangible UIs. Therefore, I conducted eight studies to design
tangible prototypes to facilitate collaboration. More specifically, I explored three research
questions in my doctoral thesis:
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RQ1 What are the design spaces for tangible user interfaces embedded with positive
interdependence or shared attention for collaboration?

RQ2 What are the effects of tangible user interfaces embedded with positive interde-
pendence or shared attention on collaboration?

RQ3 What are the implications of tangible user interfaces embedded with positive
interdependence or shared attention on collaboration?

One thing that should clarify is the positioning of my studies and results in terms of the
research field and the target audience of my thesis. People might feel an inconsistency be-
tween the thesis title (“collaborative learning”) and the thesis aim (e.g., research questions,
experiments, and contribution), referred to as “collaboration” and “collaborative experience”.
All my studies were in some learning contexts, but my purpose was to improve users’ collabo-
rative experience, then indirectly improve their learning performances. Strong bonds exist
between the related work and the research approach to the learning sciences, but my design
takeaways will target the HCI community.

1.4 Thesis Overview

My thesis includes five chapters:

chapter 1 I explained my research background, previous research gap, and my work
contribution.

chapter 2 This chapter aims to answer RQ1 (i.e.,What are the design spaces for tangible
user interfaces embedded with positive interdependence or shared attention for collaboration?).
First, I elaborated on my initial research explorations of designing five tangible UIs.
Then, I concreted on two research focuses tangible design for goal interdependence and
tangible design for shared attention. Finally, I analyzed and summarized the theoretical
foundation and design principle for designing tangible UIs for positive interdependence
and shared attention.

chapter 3 This chapter aims to answer RQ2 (i.e., What are the effects of tangible user
interfaces embedded with positive interdependence or shared attention on collaboration?). I
designed eleven tangible prototypes butmainly introduced six of them: SpellBoard (in sub-
section 3.1.1),MemorINO (in subsection 3.1.2), CollabMaze (in subsection 3.1.3), FlipCards
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(in subsection 3.2.1), Chilego (in subsection 3.2.2), and Study Marbles (in subsection 3.2.3).
The first three projects are for positive interdependence, and the latter for shared atten-
tion. In the end, I also summarised the designed-based research method for designing
and developing these eleven tangible prototypes.

chapter 4 This chapter aims to answer RQ3 (i.e., What are the implications of tangible
user interfaces embedded with positive interdependence or shared attention on collaboration?).
Then, based on chapter 3, I discussed how to design embodied facilitation for scripting
and orchestrating collaboration and create expressive representation for guiding and
facilitating joint action. I also reflected on how to consider physical space, embodied
interaction, and collaboration as a design system. In the end, I reflect on my study
limitations.

chapter 5 I summarized my thesis study and proposed valuable future work directions.
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2
DESIGN SPACE

... as if research always involves going over old territory, while art,
craft and design are of course concerned with the new.

– Christopher Frayling [39] (p. 131)

This chapter will provide an overview of the design space that forms the main body of my
thesis before annotating the projects concerning questions RQ2 and RQ3. I briefly explain the
design exploration and describe the theory foundation, design principle, and design-based
research approach. An overview of design exploration is compiled in Table 2.1, which contains
a short project description and references to the publications. The individual contribution
types are indicated in three categories [152]: Artifact, Theoretical, and Empirical. This is
only a contribution classification of the projects in my thesis and is not intended as a general
classification. This chapter is based on my publications in [P8, P9].

2.1 Design Exploration

I developed five tangible prototypes to explore the design space with seventeen ofmymaster’s
students. As shown in Table 2.1, these tangible prototypes explored different concepts, such
as interdependence and shared attention.

Table 2.1: Overview of the five explorative projects and their contributions presented in my thesis.

Project A T E Design Concepts Ref.

Co
nc

ep
tE

xp
lo
ra
tio

n

stayFOCUSed u U u An exploration of common space to create shared
attention (see Figure 2.1).

[P8]

Group Hexagon u U u An interface concept for considering component
composition as a method to make users positively
dependent on each other (see Figure 2.2).

[P8]

Tower u U u An interface concept for combining benefits of tan-
gible interfaces with advantages of the ubiquitous
interface to create shared attention (see Figure 2.3).

[P8]

Glowing Wand u U u An interface concept for using embodied movement
to create an shared attention (see Figure 2.4).

[P8]

Remolight u U u An exploration of shared attention for physically dis-
tributed users (see Figure 2.5).

[P8]

Contribution types based on Wobbrock and Kientz [152]: Artifact, Theoretical, Empirical Research.

U = primary contribution;u = secondary contribution.
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1
2

3

4

Figure 2.1: stayFOCUSed technical prototype (1. concept idea and structure; 2. show timer with
light progress bar; 3. rotate the lamp to show answers; 4. pen-writing on the disk).

21 3 4 5

Figure 2.2: Group Hexagon technical prototype (1. touch side button to choose an answer with
individual-hexagon (IH); 2. show timer with light progress bar in the IH; 3. touch the top button to
seek help with the group-hexagon (GH); 4. show answer distribution in the GH; 5. app mode to
interact and control IH).

1 2 3 4

Figure 2.3: Tower technical prototype (1. use app to communicate with other groups; 2. place
magnets on the Tower to choose an answer, green means I am confident, white means I am not
sure; 3. rotate top bulb to seek help; 4. touch the top bulb to finish the activity).

8
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1 2 3 4 5

Figure 2.4: Glowing Wand technical prototype (1. different hand gesture designs; 2. switch for
a rainbow feedback; 3. negative tick gesture to red light; 4. circle gesture to yellow light; 5. tick
gesture to green light).

1 2 3

Figure 2.5: Remolight technical prototype (1. indicated timer with LED bar; 2. show notifications
with light shining in the ball; 3. squeeze the ball to seek help or knock it to send an agreement
message to other learners).

Our underlying assumption was that collaborative space and interactive methods made
a difference between tangible and traditional interfaces. However, such interfaces must
fit into a pedagogical concept. Cross-plane integration, sequentiality, time management,
and physicality are essential considerations for an effective collaborative experience [31].
Putting these requirements together, we can design a tangible tool that creates a shared
space for communication and interaction. More specifically, we need to consider three
perspectives: a) create shared spaces for communication, b) support diverse interactive
dynamics, c) visualize interaction and activity status.

2.1.1 Creating Shared Spaces for Communication

As an orchestration tool, tangible UIs need to enable shared spaces for communication where
collaboration can happen. Tangibility involves gesture, motion, or full-body interaction and
“emphasizes the use of the body in educational practice” [63, p. 2]. By embedding technology
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in physical objects with natural actions like grabbing, tangible UIs become ubiquitous,mixing
the physical and digital world [149]. As shown in Figure 2.6, my students and I developed five
tangible prototypes with different communicative mechanisms.

stayFOCUSed - Gather
students to do the activities
and concentrate their
attentions

Group Hexagon - Sense
of individual-community
connection

Tower - Diverse participates
and opinions´ overview

Glowing Wand - Individuals´
embodied and present
behavior

Remolight - Sense of
presence and connection

Figure 2.6: Communicative mechanisms for developing tangible UIs in my publication [P8].

stayFOCUSed (see Figure 2.1) acts as a tool to create a collaborative atmosphere where students
have to get close and finish the activity together. Casting light on the ceiling is an excellent way
to gather students and attract their attention.GroupHexagon (see Figure 2.2) gives each student
an individual device to interact with; then, it connects these with a central group device. This
process helps to build among students a sense of individual-community connection. Tower
(see Figure 2.3) has both a group device and an App to make students share their opinions.
Glowing Wand (see Figure 2.4) designs a playful and fun device for each student. It has no
direct affordance for group work. However, this embodied and present behavior naturally
attracts students to work together. Remolight (see Figure 2.5) connects individuals at different
locations, where they have the same device as an ambient environment to convey important
information. As we can see,we can design tangible UIs with different forms to orchestrate
group activities, which make users positively dependent on each other and have shared
attention on the tasks.

2.1.2 Supporting Diverse Interactive Dynamics

An orchestration tool needs to support different types of communications (e.g., within-group
and inter-group) [4, 67] and help-seeking [148], a primary function for group discussion with
supervision from teaching assistants or teachers. We designed different communicative
approaches as shown in Table 2.2. All the prototypes can realize the communication and
interactionwithin the group in different ways. For example, users write down their answers or
questions, and stayFOCUSed will project them to the ceiling. Group Hexagon has an individual
hexagon for each user in the group. Users can pick up a white or green magnet to stick on the
different levels of the Tower to communicate. Glowing Wand can change color in different
gestures. If the users in the group understand the meaning of different colors, they can
effectively communicate. Users can squeeze the ball of Remolight to show an agreement with
others’ opinions in the group.

10
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Table 2.2: Communication and interaction (C & I) designs in my publication [P8] (G: Group; TA:
Teaching Assistant; T: Teacher; CR: Classroom).

C & I... stayFOCUSed Group Hexagon Tower Glowing Wand Remolight

within G Overhead Pro-
jection (OP)

Individual-
Hexagon

Magnet Object LEDs Ball

inter-G OP Group-Hexagon Top Bulb, App LEDs -

with TAs OP Group-Hexagon Top Bulb LEDs Ball

with T - App App - Ball

within CR OP Group-Hexagon Top Bulb, App LEDs Ball

between CRs - App App - -

Inter-group interactions are helpful for users to communicate and interact beyond the group.
Users in different groups often do not sit together. Thus, inter-group interactions require a
simple, straightforward, tangible design. As shown in Table 2.2, stayFOCUSed and Glowing
Wand keep the within-group design for inter-group interaction. However, Group Hexagon
designs an additional tangible object to show group work: a “group hexagon”. The group
hexagon changes to green or red to show the group work status. Tower provides an App to
enable communication via the online platform.We can see the possibilities of designing
tangible UIs to support communication and interactions within and inter-group.

2.1.3 Visualizing Interaction and Activity Status

Orchestration is like a regulation loop, with two concrete points of control: state awareness
and workflowmanipulation [32]. The notion of “awareness tools” [48] is to inform users about
the activity of their co-workers, where awareness shares behavioral information among users
without a cognitive diagnosis. To provide dynamics for consistent group communication,
we stress the need for interactive information visualization in the design of orchestration
technologies. Inmypublication [P8],my students and I designed light (brightness and color) to
show the interaction and activity state information.Minimalism in the design of orchestration
technologies with light was emphasized by Dillenbourg et al. [32]. For example, they used
such minimalist design in Lantern [3].

Based on this, my students and I explored more possibilities to design information visualiza-
tion with light, e.g., overhead projecting to the ceiling (stayFOCUSed [P8]) and hexagons with
different colors (Group Hexagon [P8]). Providing and visualizing basic interactive information,
e.g., activity time and help requests, is essential to maintain the collaborative activity. There-
fore, as seen in Table 2.3, we designed tangible UIs to ensure they support the visualizations
of different interactive information. For example, we used a light progress bar to show the
timer. We can see that tangible UIs can visualize group interaction and process. It has unique
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advantages due to visualization and physicality.

Table 2.3:Collaborative learning activities supported inmy publication [P8] (MCQA: Multiple Choice
Question Answer; OQA: Open Question Answer; HR: Help Request; TA: Teaching Assistant).

Activities stayFOCUSed Group
Hexagon

Tower Glowing Wand Remolight

Submit MCQA Write on
disks

Turn on
individual
hexagon

Attach mag-
net object

Move wand Change the
ball color

Submit OQA Write on
disks

App App - -

Set activity time Light
Progress
Bar (LPB)

LPB LPB - LPB

Share MCQA Overhead
projection
(OP)

Connect
group
hexagon

Read mag-
net

- -

Share OQA OP App App - -

Finish activity OP Green light
(GL)

GL GL -

HR for TAs OP Light flash-
ing

Top bulb
flashing

Rainbow light Light flash-
ing

HR for remote teacher - App App - -

HR for near groups OP App App - -

HR for remote groups - App App - -

2.2 Tangibles to Support Positive Interdependence

Tangible UI is well-suited for collaboration [84, 123] because a) it provides particular affor-
dances for fostering positive interdependence; b) The distributed work with particular duties
brings object ownership; c) Users prefer to manipulate physical objects [137]. “Affordance”
describes the specific physical characteristics of objects “naturally” reveal what they might
be used for [97]. To better design tangible UI for supporting collaboration, Antle and Wise [6]
summarized twelve guidelines for designing tangible learning interfaces. In addition, they
mentioned the significance of creating codependent access points, which can force learners
to negotiate with others [36, 150].

To investigate “how” to design tangible restrictions to “focus” users’ positive interdependence
for collaboration, I started by understanding theory foundations and design principles. Later,
I followed a design-based research method [5] to design and develop tangible prototypes.
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2.2.1 Theory Foundation

Interdependent collaboration provides a context where promotive interaction occurs so that
interpersonal interaction produces a high achievement [25]. Promotive interaction refers
to “individuals encouraging and facilitating each other’s effects to accomplish the group’s
goals” [59, p. 366]. To achieve good collaboration, it is essential to structure collaborative
activities with, e.g., collaborative tasks, interdependent roles, and interdependent interac-
tions. From the HCI perspective, we must consider designing interdependent interaction
mechanisms to make learners influence and rely on each other to achieve the same goal.
Wise et al. [150] found social/technological interdependence helped users produce more
in-depth explanations and have fewer but longer cases of resolving conflicts jointly. Collazos
et al. [25] claimed that interdependent collaboration could motivate students to work hard
and facilitate exploring new insights and understandings.

Interdependence refers to “the outcomes of individuals are affected by their own and oth-
ers’ actions” [59, p. 366]. It has three types: positive (cooperation), negative (competition),
and none (individualistic efforts) [59]. Positive interdependence, an essential element for
collaborative learning [59, 70], refers to the success of one learner is possible only by the
success of the others [25]. There are different kinds of positive interdependencies [25, 70],
e.g., positive goal interdependence, positive celebration/reward interdependence, and posi-
tive task interdependence. Designing positive interdependencies could encourage users to
negotiate, solve, and discuss tasks collaboratively [150]. In other words, we should purposely
design interaction to engage users in a collaborative environment. Therefore, they can have
an interdependency, which improves their collaborative experience [105].

Even though many suggestions exist on promoting positive interdependence [59], there
are few guidelines for structuring interdependent collaboration with tangible technologies.
However, tangible UIs can afford to create an interdependent environment where users have
a physical embodiment of distributed control and social engagement around the interactive
object [137]. It has a technological benefit, which can be employed to facilitate face-to-face
collaboration [29] and its social interdependence [137]. For example, we can design objects
that can only be moved by joint effort or that one learner needs to borrow some object from
another to proceed.

2.2.2 Design Principle

Tangible UIs, as a learning tool, embed an interaction mechanism that can be specifically
designed to orchestrate collaborative activities. To have a productive collaboration,we aimed
to design an interdependent collaboration where two users could work together naturally
to solve tasks. From an interactive perspective, all my positive interdependence prototypes
were designed with three specific interdependent mechanisms. a) The interaction inputs
must come from both users; b) When solving tasks, each user must contribute to group work;
c) Only when both interaction inputs are correct, users can proceed to the next task. This is a
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naturally interdependent design to “force” users to help each other. In addition, users have
an actual physical environment to engage in the activities physically. This provides users
with more natural interaction and communication opportunities. For some specific users,
e.g., children, designing intuitive and simple interactions is critical for working effectively
together. Tangible UIs have the advantage of “forcing” interdependence because it makes the
task-solving processes easy and intuitive to understand.

There are two conditions for creating positive goal interdependence: set a clear group goal and
design constrained or codependent accesses [25, 150]. Such designs motivate group members
to commit to working together and let everyone realize the responsibility for the group’s
success. More specifically, we need an embodied facilitation design [53, 128], which contains
three concepts: a) embodied constraints means to favor some actions and restrict others,
b)multiple access pointsmeans to ensure that users can interact equally and simultaneously,
and c) tailored representations refer to the interaction depending on the users’ knowledge.
Table 2.4 shows the overall designs of UnitRry with weak interdependence and CollabMaze
with strong interdependence.

Table 2.4: Goal interdependent design of UnitRry with weak interdependence and CollabMaze with
strong interdependence in my publication [P6].

UnitRry CollabMaze

Context Learn daily common relations (e.g.,
honey, bee, and sound of bee)

Move the game character to get out the
maze

Group Goal Find related cards and put them on the
board

Move the game character to exit the
maze

Embodied Con-
straints

None One child controls the movement of
left-right, the other controls up-down

Multiple Access
Points

Two children have the same amount of
cards

Twochildren have similar opportunities
to move the game character

Tailored Repre-
sentations

Two children are similar years age and
have similar cognitive development

The tasks are easy to understand and
do not need previous knowledge

2.3 Tangibles to Facilitate Shared Attention

There is a social ability in human social activities called shared attention. It means two
or more people can focus on one thing simultaneously without being distracted [14, 94].
Shared attention makes synchronous communication, interaction, and collaboration more
efficient and smooth [134]. It is a process in which new knowledge expands to face further
information, and perceived stimulus becomes common knowledge, which allows group
coordination [131]. In other words, shared attention can be achieved by, e.g., seeing [131],
hearing, and smelling [14, 134]. The most common attention in everyday life is the shared
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gaze [114]. It happens almost always when we are with others, e.g., “looking where someone
else is looking” [19]. It also can be more psychological as individuals must know jointly that
they are attending the same activity [9] and have common knowledge [131].

Shared attention is essential for synchronous collaboration in co-located [58, 122, 157] and
remote [2, 26, 124] settings. Users had better experiences [51], higher motivation [131], and
better social presence [88] when perceiving shared attention with others. Previous studies
have explored mutual real-time gaze representations [23, 26, 122], shared gaze visualiza-
tion [27], and augmented reality gaze [58] to improve collaboration. However, few studies
explored how to “design” or “create” an environment that considers making interaction and
shared attention design positively affect each other. To investigate “how” to design tangible
representations to facilitate users’ shared attention for collaboration, we started by under-
standing theory foundations and design principles. Later, we followed an iterative design
process to design and develop tangible prototypes.

2.3.1 Theory Foundation

Shared attention theory assumes that human beings have the psychological ability to expe-
rience the world from a shared attention perspective [133]. Shared attention [131] involves
the activation of a psychological perspective where users reckon the world is experienced
from their attention. When we perceive shared attention, we process deeper cognition of
information [130]. When updating mutual knowledge, shared attention facilitates users’ com-
munication and gives them shared attitudes and beliefs. Garriy [132, p.1249] claimed that
“because shared attention is a psychological mode of attention, whether others are attending
to the same information is inconsequential to the effects of experienced shared attention
on thought and behavior. It is the experience thatwe are attending to the information that
matters.”

We can design input and output from an HCI perspective to create a collaborative shared
attention environment. Ambient systems benefit collaborative activities [16, 91, 92, 98]. Am-
bient display [93] is a common approach to display shared attention information on dynamic
off-screen points of interest, which can attract users’ attention by showing informationwithin
their peripheral views [87, 92, 103]. As a peripheral perception, the user can be aware of visual
information without being distracted from the main task. For example, ShadowSparrow [111]
used light and shadow to display multiple relevant images of surroundings for informative
notification and visualization. Sparkle [93], which increased usability and reduced workload,
was a display for dynamic off-screen points of interest, where users needed to maintain
an overview of changing status. Morrison-Smith et al. [91] developed AmbiTeam to support
team awareness, and it displays up-to-date group information. The results show that partici-
pants perceived better collaboration and were more productive and motivated. In summary,
ambient systems make users less disturbed or distracted from main tasks and be more
productive. From an HCI perspective, we can intentionally design an ambient environment
to improve collaboration.
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2.3.2 Design Principle

Shared attention makes better collaboration in many settings [127]. Tangible interaction
changes educational practice and uses embodiment to benefit co-located collaboration [36,
74, 142] and remote collaboration [68, 145]. For example, Kosmas and Zaphiris [68] investigated
students’ performance in a collaborative embodied learning environment and found that
embodiment made students work more collaboratively. Schneider et al. [125] showed that
joint visual attention is significantly related to co-located students’ interaction quality with
tangible objects.Marshall et al. [85] found that children fought for controlling physical objects,
not digital objects, and discussed the benefits of embodied interaction when designing
collaborative applications. Thus, we can create tangible interactions to increase shared
attention for an effective collaborative activity [77] because physical objects take users from
the digital world back to the real world [89].

Tangible materials positively influence users’ comprehension and learning [127]. Physical
objects [80] are visible and contain rich visual information, including the dimensions, forms,
outlines, hues, or physical object labels. Controlling object orders in physical space can cogni-
tively visualize solutions to problems [66, 100]. Tangible interfaces increased eye-contacts [96]
and joint action [46, 158]. Schneider et al. [126] found that students in a tangible condition
had significant better-shared attention than students in a paper condition. The measures
of shared attention include eye contact [153], eye movement [15], gaze patterns [101], and
experience questionnaire [49].

Wild theory [116] encourages new and innovative ideas, which implies our research purposes.
We believe designing and developing functional prototypes to enable an in situ experience
with novel interaction concepts is essential. To lead to an effective design, we followed three
design principles: First, Siposova and Carpenter [134] summarized different attention levels’
characteristics: individual, monitoring, common, mutual, and shared attention. As shown
in Table 2.5, we designed tangible prototypes FlipCards [P10] and Chilego [P10] according to
Siposova and Carpenter [134]’s shared attention principles.

Second, we followed Antle and Wise [8, p.13]’s tenth guideline to design tangible UIs for
collaboration: “creating configurations in which participants canmonitor each other’s activity
and gaze can support the development of the shared understanding design of physical and
digital objects.” As shown in Table 2.6, we considered using positive interdependence [P6]
and tangible ambient system [P11] to help users monitor and be aware of the collaborative
progress.

Finally, we leveraged physical object properties with light to allow users to share their atten-
tion and concentrate on the collaborative task. We used many light designs to increase users’
shared attention in our shared attention projects (see section 3.2). There are three reasons to
implement light into our tangible prototypes: a) Light is an essential output modality [P11],
which facilitates the interaction [24]. We can embed light into all the interactive processes
easily, which is impossible for othermaterials [154]; b) Light in the tangible UIs could visualize
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Table 2.5: Tangible designs according to Siposova and Carpenter [134]’s shared attention princi-
ples.

Shared Attention
Criterion [134]

Study Marbles FlipCards Chilego

Type of perspective Second person Two or more users
work together

Two users work together

Description of the
experience

You and I (we) at-
tend to X and are ac-
tively communicat-
ing about this

Check others’ mar-
ble light status

Check the English
vocabulary correct-
ness for the other,
help-seeking

Remember the
false writing of the
other, know the turn
to write

Type of interaction Triadic Interact with the prototype

Knowledge gained Shared knowledge Work on the group
project together

Learn the English
vocabulary to-
gether

Learn the Chinese
character writing to-
gether

Does the second in-
dividual know that
the first is in that
level of attention?

Yes One needs to check
the status of others

One person needs
to check the answer
correctness of the
other

One person needs
to know and re-
member the writing
order of the other

“Intimate I+you we
feeling”

Yes, stronger Direct connection with the other

Commitments and
obligations

Yes Check each other

feedback, create a collaborative environment, and improve tangible experience [P11]. c) Light
can create a feeling and meaning of interaction with visual aesthetics [76, 155] and stimulate
users’ deep emotions [95]. Many experiments show that ambient light to display information
can grab users’ attention and enhance their motivations without distracting them from the
primary task [91]. Therefore, light allows users to focus on collaboration while noticing the
interaction with their partners, which is an excellent way to increase their shared attention.

2.4 Takeaways

RQ1: What are the design spaces for tangible user interfaces embedded with positive
interdependence or shared attention for collaboration?

To answer this research question, I first did some open explorations and later focused on
designing and developing positive interdependence and shared attention for tangible UIs.
When exploring the benefits of tangible UIs for collaboration, my students and I found three
critical rationales: a) create shared spaces for communication, b) support diverse interactive
dynamics, and c) visualize interaction and activity status.
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Table 2.6: Designs according to Antle and Wise [8]’s tangible collaboration guidelines.

Tangible Collaboration Guidelines [8] Study Marbles FlipCards Chilego

Users monitor each other One has to check
the other’s marble
light statue

One has to check
the other’s English
vocabulary correct-
ness

One has to check
the other’s Chinese
writing correctness

Gazes support shared understanding Different marble
colors or statues
show different
meanings

A lightbox near
the users has two
LED bars to show
the timer and work
progress

The LEDs in the
groove of the
Chinese character
show different
colors to indicate
to users the results

Later, when designing and developing a specific tangible UI, we found three critical ratio-
nales: a) start from theory foundations, e.g., we referred to interdependence and shared
attention theory; and b) follow existing research design principles. For example, we comply
with the following design processes: concept idea Ñ feedback (with interview) Ñ paper
prototype development Ñ feedback (with an interview or paper prototype user study) Ñ

technical prototype development Ñ feedback (with pilot user study) Ñ technical prototype
improvement Ñ final user study.

We explored the design space for designing and developing tangible UIs for various collab-
orations. I did not elaborate on it in section 2.1, but we summarized the design space of
tangible collaboration as shown in Table 2.7. We explored the highlighted dimensions, such
as designing object manipulations to help users to solve problems. It is far too less to provide
specific design guidelines. However, it is impossible to investigate the combinations of all
the elements and dimensions in Table 2.7. Therefore, we can use it as an excellent reference
to help us think about how to find suitable applications of tangible UIs.
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Table 2.7: Design space for tangible collaboration in my publication [P8]
(Note: Highlighted dimensions are what we used for exploring design space in section 2.1).

Elements Dimensions

User Type Child Teenager Adult

Group size Pair (2) Small group (3-5) Large group (6+)

Characteristic Visually impaired
(e.g., blind)

Action or percep-
tion impaired (e.g.,
stroke, autism,
dyslexia)

Other general users

Context Mode Face-to-face Remote Blended

Location In-door (e.g.,
classroom , mu-
seum)

Out-door (e.g., out-
ing)

Collaboration Purpose Problem-solving
[65]

Brainstorming [147] Knowledge build-
ing [121]

Mechanism [115,
148]

Interdependence Coordination Monitor the learning process

Scenario Within the group Between groups

Interaction Input Body-based ges-
ture

Object manipulationMove objects
on interactive
screens (e.g.,
tablet)

Physical
representation [106]

Symbolic Literal

Output [106] Visuospatial Audial Haptic

Interactive
metaphor [140]

Cartesian space State space Relational
metaphors (hu-
man relations)
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3
PROJECTS

Cognitive processes are computational. If the computational
processes that comprise some cognitive systems have
constituents outside the head, then these cognitive systems extend
outside the head. The computational processes that comprise
some cognitive systems do have constituents outside the head.

– Shapiro [129] (p. 236)

This chapter aims to investigate the RQ2. I use twomain categories to summarize the projects:
positive interdependence and shared attention. As shown in Table 3.1, I developed six projects
for exploring positive interdependence and the other five for exploring shared attention.
The reasons to develop different tangible prototypes for the same concept are a) To have
effective results, a prototype design must target specific users and contexts. In other words,
the individual study can only consider one specific scenario, and its findings are limited.
Therefore, to generalize design principles, we need various examples to confirm or adjust
the initial design guess; b) Different studies emphasize different perspectives, such as theory,
artifact, and experiment. We need to use different studies to show design rationales and
effects.

The subsequent project descriptions give a short introduction to the artifact and concepts for
the context. Regarding how the evaluation criteria have been defined concerning the aim of
the tangible technology for collaborative learning, I did not directly measure learning effects.
I used measures, e.g., “concentration”, “enjoyment”, and “immersion”, instead. The main
reason is these measures are important for learning. Furthermore, actual learning effects
need a longer time to determine, but all our studies were lab studies and were only done
once.

I indicate the contribution of individual publications to a project when it consists of multiple
publications. All original contributing publications with detailed information on the contri-
butions, technical implementations, and used methodologies are added in the appendix of
the thesis (see page 79).

3.1 Tangibles for Positive Interdependence

This section is based on my published papers [P2, P6, P7]. I will abstract the main contents to
explain how I designed tangible UIs, from interactive constraints, embodied facilitation, and
strict conditions, to building positive interdependence. I introduced these three projects, not
the other four because they were more representative examples of positive interdependence.
In addition, their user study results were also more comprehensive.
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3.1.1 SpellBoard

I designed and conducted SpellBoard study [P7] with one of my master’s and one of my
bachelor’s students. SpellBoard is a tangible device to help children learn German spelling.

Setup As shown in Figure 3.1, it mainly has four parts: one board, ten blue blocks, ten orange
blocks, and a tablet application.

We created twenty letter blocks. To help children naturally collaborate, we made an interde-
pendent design: a) There were blue and orange colored letters with similar usage percentages
and b) All words had to be spelled with blocks of both colors. The color of the letters was de-
termined according to the frequency table of German letters [13]. Then, as shown in Table 3.2,
we balanced the blue and orange letters with similar frequency.

Table 3.1: Overview of the eleven projects and their contributions presented in this thesis (I will
explain the highlight projects ).

Project A T E Design Concepts Ref.

Po
si
tiv

e
In
te
rd

ep
en

de
nc

e

SpellBoard u U U An investigation of interactive constrictions of posi-
tive interdependence.

[P7]

MemorINO U u U An investigation of embodied facilitation of positive
interdependence.

[P2]

Paint-Matics u U U An investigation of interactive metaphor of positive
interdependence.

[P4]

Slimo U u U An investigation of interactive metaphor of positive
interdependence.

[P4]

UnitRry U u U An investigation of weak positive interdependence. [P6]

CollabMaze U u U An investigation of strong positive interdependence. [P6]

Sh
ar

ed
A
tt
en

tio
n

FlipCards U u U An investigation of tangible manipulation for shared
attention with visual feedback in the F2F pair.

[P10]

TalkinGlass u U U An investigation of tangible manipulation for shared
attention with visual feedback in the F2F group.

[P1]

Chilego U u U An investigation of tangible manipulation for shared
attention with visual feedback in the remote pair.

[P10]

GrouPen u U U An investigation of tangible manipulation for shared
attention with haptic feedback in the remote pair.

[P13]

Study Marbles U u U An investigation of tangible manipulation for shared
attention with visual feedback in the remote group.

[P3]

Contribution types based on Wobbrock and Kientz [152]: Artifact, Theoretical, Empirical Research.

U = primary contribution;u = secondary contribution.
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Figure 3.1: SpellBoard study setup.

Table 3.2: Twenty German words for spelling in the first user study in my publication [P7] (Orange
letters are for one child. Blue letters are for the other child. Black letters have been already provided
in the system).

BÄUME BEUTE ECHSE FERKEL FEUER MÄUSE MEER MESSER SCHULE SIEBEN

INSEKT KARTE KATZE KUH LUPE STUHL STURM TRUHE ZAHL ZUCKER

Participants couldnaturally interactwith the SpellBoard byputting letter blocks in sequence on
the board. The SpellBoard tablet system would automatically give feedback to the participants.
The interdependent constraint is that each word needs letter blocks from blue and orange
colors. Thus, children will naturally work together to finish the tasks because each child only
has either blue or orange letter blocks.

User Study The user study was conducted with four children (3 girls, one boy, M(age) =
8.25). It consisted of two pairs, one with 7-7 yo and the other with 9-10 yo children. Each pair
attended our user study four times within two weeks with the same experimental interval.
We got written consent from the participants’ parents. Participants could stop whenever they
wanted.

Participants played SpellBoard in pairs for around 25 minutes with video recording. We con-
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ducted in-field observations with a structural observation form for each pair. The observation
form consisted of six dimensions: understanding of the system setup and design (5 items),
behavioral engagement (3 items), emotional engagement (5 items), cognitive engagement (5
items), collaboration (4 items), and motivation (3 items). For example, “The kids are having
fun.” (emotional engagement) “The children were attracted by the task.” (cognitive engagement)
“The children help each other.” (collaboration). The after-study interview was conducted with
each child for about 10 mins with an audio recording.

Main Findings Children have talked with each other since the game started. In each session,
there were always situations where a child was slightly more dominant and said something
like “Wrong, a Z belongs there.” “*Name of ID3*, do not smash that around!” “This is not a wolf.
This is a fox.”. However, they also switched roles from a leading wise person to the other
who followed the instructions. When they worked together, they had many collaborative
conversations, such as “Wait, you have to do it this way.” “Wait...no, that does not belong there.”
“Ah misspelled, right?” “And now you can choose.” “No, you have it the other way around.” “So,
which one do we choose? The bird, right?” “What should we take? The mice?” and “That is an M,
we need an N.”. As shown in Figure 3.2, their collaborations increased until Session 2, then
started to decrease.
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Figure 3.2: Children’s understanding of design, interdependent collaboration, and (behavioral,
emotional, and cognitive) engagement from Session 1 to Session 4.

Children showed good behavioral engagement in all four sessions, even though it was not
stable (see Figure 3.2). The video analysis showed that they were highly motivated to solve
the spelling tasks without help or encouragement from external persons (e.g., their parents
or experimenters). They hadmany hands-on interactions, e.g., “So, we already had that before.”
“Bee? No, we already had that. Or the rattle? Or the next one. - We already had that.” However,
their concentration slowly decreased during Sessions 3 and 4 by 18.75%.

All children’s interests in solving the tasks (i.e., emotional engagement) were high and stable
after Session 3 with above 4. Sometimes, when they finished the task, they would say: “Are
we already finished?” - “Yes.” - “Oh, a pity.”When placing the letter incorrectly or having to
press the help button, their perceptions of frustration were low; Only Child C sometimes said
“Where is the *** R?”. However, children were more likely to be motivated to find the correct
letter blocks if they put the wrong one. For example, they often motivated each other with
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“Well done.” “Great!” “We can do that really well!” “I like to write that down.” “The bee looks the
most beautiful!” and “Ah, the one is there! It is cute.”.

The average percentage of whether the children worked on the tasks due to intrinsic moti-
vation is 90.63%. Video analysis of Group 2 showed that one child always told his partner
not to use the help button. He said: “- Do not push it. - I do not like that. - Stop. I still know how
to spell the word!”. Sometimes, the children would say “No, let’s take something else. We have
already had it.” “Or let’s do the difficulty again ...” - “Yes, more difficult. Difficult! ” However, it
must be mentioned that distractions were high during Session 4 (see in Figure 3.2-cognitive
engagement). High cognitive engagement indicated learners could realize a knowledge link
between school learning and everyday life [40]. This was also found in our user study. When
one of the participants needed to spell the German word “SHIRT,” she immediately noticed
that she learned it in her English lessons and said: “We had that in English.”

Summary We dug out three key findings: a) Interactive constraints can be specially designed
to allow children to coordinate their collaborative actions; b) From an actual usage effect, we
need to redesign SpellBoard to consider children’s cognitive engagement and interdependency
in collaborative activities; c) Children need time to understand the tangible design fully. Thus,
we need a framework to add new learning content to sustain their engagements. Our find-
ings could improve the future tangible design and positively impact children’s collaborative
learning.

3.1.2 MemorINO

I designed and conductedMemorINO study [P2] with two ofmy bachelor’s students.MemorINO
is a tangible device to help children learn mathematics and sequence.

Setup MemorINO has three parts: two boards, 28 cards, and a laptop application. As shown
in Figure 3.3a and b, we can connect the boards horizontally and vertically to create different
tasks. For example, if the boards are connected as Figure 3.3a, we can create a task as “Put
the rainbow colors in order” (see Figure 3.4). If the boards are connected as Figure 3.3b, the
task could be “˝ ` ˝ “ 6.”.

Figure 3.3: MemorINO boards and cards: a) Connect horizontally, b) Connect vertically, and
c) Tangible cards with images on both sides.
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Figure 3.4: An example of MemorINO task.

User Study Twenty-three children (12 pairs, 15 girls, eight boys, M(age) = 4.96 [4, 6]) and three
kindergarten teachers (3 females, M(age) = 48.67 [34, 60]) participated in the final user study.
The children were recruited from two German kindergartens; we assigned them according
to their age difference. Therefore, there are six pairs with similar ages (i.e., identical or one
age difference), and the other six have different ages (i.e., more than two ages difference).

We conducted the studies in kindergarten classrooms. We got written consent from all par-
ticipants’ parents, and the kindergarten teacher was constantly observing the studies. As
shown in Figure 3.5, children played in different-age or similar-age pairs for around 45-70
mins, with their kindergarten teacher observing their behaviors. The system has 18 tasks,
e.g., putting cards with colors in the correct order as the rainbow. Two children complete the
tasks without external help because the system will give them feedback. In addition, if they
have difficulty solving the tasks, they could press the help button in the system. Then the
system will give them hints, e.g., by showing part of the missing colors in the above rainbow
task.

In-field observations with a structural observation form were conducted for each group.
The observation form consisted of five dimensions: understanding of the system setup and
design (5 items), behavioral engagement (4 items), emotional engagement (4 items), cognitive
engagement (5 items), and collaboration (5 items). For example, “Do they get discouraged
by initial failure to solve the tasks?” (emotional engagement), “Do they argue? When and over
what?” (cognitive engagement), “Does one of them take charge without letting the other try things
out?” (collaboration). The after-study interview was conducted with each child for about 10
mins. Ten questions were prepared to ask their feelings of engagement and collaboration,
e.g., “Did you have fun?” and “Did you like to solve the task with your partner?” Second and third
authors observed the children playing withMemorINO tangible prototype. Meanwhile, they
calculated the times of each behavior in Table 3.3 for each child independently. After each
experiment, they would look at each other’s observation results to solve some inconsistent
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recordings.

Finally, we interviewed the kindergarten teachers about their observations of children’s
behavior changes. They know the participants well. Therefore, they could see whether the
child became more outgoing or shy than usual. All interview audio was transcribed and
coded by two different authors. We obtained five analysis themes: system understanding,
collaboration, behavioral, emotional, and cognitive engagement. The results of these themes
were translated from German into English by authors who were native German speakers but
also fluent in English.

Figure 3.5: Children playing in pairs with MemorINO: a) Different-age group, and b) Similar-age
group with their kindergarten teacher.

Main Findings As shown in Table 3.3, 66.7% of similar-age (SA) and different-age (DA) groups
have talked with each other, and half of them asked the other for help. More DA (50%) than
SA (16.7%) groups had a situation where one child took the lead. In addition, more SA (50%)
than DA (16.7%) groups experimented with the exercise independently. In general, SA groups
have better teamwork than DA. From in-field notes, only two DA groups showed evident
collaborative behaviors. They were not siblings and were matched with other children on
their own. The older children seemed inclined to be good mentors because they were patient
and helpful.

SA groups generally have better behavioral, emotional, and cognitive engagement than DA,
see Table 3.3. Most SA groups (83.3%) for behavioral engagement have continuously worked
on the tasks. Few (16.7%) did some unrelated new things randomly. Even fewer (11.7%) needed
motivation after 5 mins or two tasks. Regarding emotional engagement, all children showed
good interest in the tasks, but still more SA groups (83.3%) than DA groups (66.7%). Very
few children (16.7%) got frustrated or angry while doing the exercises. Finally, it showed SA
groups had better cognitive engagement, where they argued with each other more (33.3%),
and their attention wandered less (25.0%).

Summary Our investigation revealed two main findings: a) We could design interactive
constraints with tangible technologies to “force” children to attend collaborative activities
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Table 3.3: Observational results of collaboration and engagement (SA = similar-age groups, DA =
different-age groups).

Observations SA DA Better Group

Collaboration

Talk with each other 66.7% 66.7% -

Ask the other for help 50.0% 50.0% -

One child took the lead 16.7% 50.0% SA

Experiment the tasks on their own 50.0% 16.7% DA

Engagement

Behavioral

Continuously work on the tasks 83.3% 66.7% SA

Need motivation after 5 mins or 2
tasks

11.7% 33.3% SA

Try unrelated new things causally 16.7% 33.3% SA

Emotional
Interested in the tasks 88.3% 66.7% SA

Get frustrated and angry 16.7% 16.7% -

Cognitive

Argue with each other 33.3% 16.7% SA

Understand the task 66.7% 66.7% -

Attention wanders after 20 mins 25.0% 33.3% SA

naturally and interdependently; b) Tangible environments could help children have good
engagements, especially for similar-age group children. Our findings could provide practical
guidance on designing tangible interfaces to help children learn to collaborate.

3.1.3 CollabMaze

I designed and conducted CollabMaze study [P6] with one of my bachelor’s students. Collab-
Maze is a tangible game to help children learn how to collaborate.

Setup CollabMaze contains two main components: two joysticks (the size is 4 ˆ 2.6 ˆ 3.2
cm) and a base box (see Figure 3.6). To accomplish divided movement control, one joystick
is designed for up-down movement (y-axis), while the other is for the left-right (x-axis). To
prevent other directions’ movement, we created wooden rails. The children can control
the game character left-right, up-down, or beat monsters by simply moving or pressing the
joystick. We drilled a hole in the middle of the wood to make it easier to grip the joysticks as
a joystick cap.

User Study Twenty children (9 girls, 11 boys) with a mean age of 7.7 (SD = 1.6) participated in
the user study. In the CollabMaze condition, we had ten participants (three girls and seven
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Figure 3.6: Children are playing in pairs with CollabMaze

boys) with a mean age of 7.8 (SD = 1.5). In the tablet condition, the other 10 participants (6
girls, four boys) with a mean age of 7.5 (SD = 1.8) used the tablet. We got written consent from
the participants’ parents. Participants could stop whenever they wanted.

Childrenwork in pairs to play themaze game for around 30mins.We have four data resources:
observation, questionnaire, interview, and system data. First, the experimenters and the
kindergarten teacher created and filled out an observation sheet while the children were
playing. It contains observations on cooperative, competitive, and individual interdependence.
For example, the frequency, verbal and non-verbal interaction, helpfulness, and approach
are noted. In advance, possible child behaviors were considered for each item to facilitate
observation and evaluate the results later. Second, a paper post-questionnaire measured
participants’ perceptions of enjoyment, interdependence, and tangible prototype usability.
We modified Children Intrinsic Motivation Inventory (IMI) interest/enjoyment scale [143]
to measure participants’ enjoyment, which has seven items. The Social Interdependence
Scales [60] evaluate cooperative, competitive, and individualistic perceptions. All items are
5-point Likert scale (1 = Strongly disagree, 5 = Strongly agree) and translated into German. We
read the questions for the participants, and they used Smileyometer [112] to answer.
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Main Findings Participants show no such significant difference regarding their enjoyment
and interdependence. However, as shown in Table 3.4, children in the tablet condition used
more time to finish the tasks than with CollabMaze.

Table 3.4: T-test results of CollabMaze participants’ enjoyment, interdependence, and play time.

M SD t p

Enjoyment [5-point Likert scale]

Graphical UI 4.2 0.5
-0.152 .881

Tangible UI 4.2 0.6

Cooperative interdependence [5-point Likert scale]

Graphical UI 4.3 0.5
-0.830 .417

Tangible UI 4.1 0.5

Competitive interdependence [5-point Likert scale]

Graphical UI 3.6 1.0
-1.029 .317

Tangible UI 3.1 0.7

Individualistic interdependence [5-point Likert scale]

Graphical UI 2.6 0.5
-0.626 .539

Tangible UI 2.4 0.6

Play Time [min]

Graphical UI 17.2 5.8
-2.412 <.020

Tangible UI 11.1 3.4

We summarized “non-verbal” and “verbal” behaviors. The average frequency of each non-
verbal and verbal behavior for each child was recorded in Table 3.5. The results demonstrate
that the average frequency of non-verbal behaviors per child is higher in tablet conditions
than with CollabMaze. In contrast, verbal behaviors are higher with CollabMaze than in tablet
conditions.

Summary Our investigation revealed three main findings. First, goal interdependent in-
terfaces had high enjoyment and interdependence. Second, tangible interfaces help young
children have more ideas for communication and need less time to solve tasks. Finally, young
children using tangible interfaces were more engaged in the tasks. In the long run, our re-
sults can improve the design of tangible interfaces for young children’s collaboration and
help them have a better collaborative experience. Furthermore, our findings showed the
value of tangible technologies compared with tablet applications in facilitating children’s
collaboration.
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Table 3.5:Mean frequency of each non-verbal and verbal behavior per child in the CollabMaze
study.

Graphical UI Tangible UI

Non-verbal behaviors 14.8 12.2

1 Pointing at the iPad or computer screen (Helping) 7.3 6.3

2 Gesturing in the air with hand gestures (Helping) 3.4 2.3

3 Taking his/her partner’s hand to help with the operating (Helping) 3.2 2.6

4 Directly pushing away his/her partner’s hand or body to gain control
of from him/her (Helping)

0.9 1

5 Unhappy facial expressions such as frowning or pouting (Displea-
sure)

- -

Verbal behaviors 20.9 27.3

1 Talking to each other such as “upwards” (Helping) 12.8 10.1

2 Talking to each other such as “Let’s take this way to get the coin”
(Sharing Ideas)

7.9 16.2

3 Talking to each other such as “You are stupid!” (Displeasure) 0.2 1

3.2 Tangibles for Shared Attention

This section is based on my published paper [P3] and submitted paper [P10]. I abstracted
the main contents to explain how we can design tangible UIs to facilitate shared attention. I
chose them for the same reason as positive interdependence projects due to their representa-
tiveness.

3.2.1 FlipCards

I designed and conducted FlipCards study [P10] with one of my bachelor’s students. FlipCards
aimed to create a gamified device for two users to learn English vocabulary together.

Setup FlipCards has three components: a smartphone with an Android FlipCards application,
a flip box, and a lightbox with a moving and health LED bar (see Figure 3.7). The application
had an actual flashcard use experience. We designed the flip box to contain the smartphone,
whose close and openmotions were flipping a “card.” The lightbox has two LED strips (moving
and health bar), each with 20 LEDs. The lightbox receives data from the smartphone. The
LEDs in the moving bar light off individually until the user answers the task. If the answer is
correct, one LED in the health bar lights on. From left to right, if the light progress is less
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than 20%, the LEDs are red; between 20% and 49% is yellow, and above 50% is green. This
light coding helps the users better understand the current working progress.

Figure 3.7: FlipCards tangible prototype. It contains three parts: a) A flip box with an embedded
smartphone, two buttons (red and green), and three LEDs (red, blue, and green); b) An android
application with FlipCards English vocabulary learning system. c) A lightbox with two LED bars:
moving (light-on LEDs will decrease from 20 to 0) and health (light-on LEDs will increase from 0
to 20).

User Study Twenty participants (all female), whose age range was 12–15 (M “ 12.55, SD “

0.83), attended our user study. All participants were German students and were learning
English. They were from the same female secondary school. We intentionally matched
participants not in the same class as a pair to avoid its influence on experimental results. We
conducted user studies in a quiet study room in this school; each experiment only had two
participants and one experimenter. We got written consent from all participants’ parents.

The experiment has three processes: a) The experimenter introduced the experimental pro-
cess and collected the consent forms, signed by the participant’s parents; b) Two participants
worked together face-to-face to learn 30 English vocabularies with our tangible prototype Flip-
Cards or paper flashcard. The participants’ English teacher recommended these vocabularies
to us based on the participants’ learning progress; c) Participants filled out our questionnaire
and attended our semi-interviews with audio recordings. Each experiment lasted around 45
minutes.

Study data has three resources: system data, questionnaire, and semi-interview. FlipCards
system recorded each participant’s mistake number for learning English vocabulary. The
questionnaire contains concentration (4 items) [42], immersion (4 items) [42], and collabo-
ration (5 items) [135]. All items used 5-point Likert scale with 1 = “strongly disagree” and 5 =
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“strongly agree.” The interviewhas five questions about their user experience by using FlipCards.
For instance, “What was your overall experience using FlipCards?” “How did you feel FlipCards
facilitate your shared attention in collaboration?” and “How did you feel FlipCards facilitate your
concentration on the task?” If the participants did not understand the concept, e.g., shared
attention, the experimenter would show them an example and explain the meaning until
they understood it clearly.

We did not measure shared attention directly, the same for the Chilego study (see subsec-
tion 3.2.2). Instead, we examined concentration [78], immersion [18, 102], and collabora-
tion [21] to see the effects. We have three reasons: a) We aimed to see natural interactions and
communications between users. However, users have to wear an eye tracking device to obtain
their eye contact, movement, or gaze information [141]; b) The tangible devices we designed
could track users’ behaviors, e.g., interaction frequency and time. It was not the same as
shared attention. However, it provided shared attention information because we analyzed it
together with observation data [38]; and c) Concentration and immersion are important for
shared attention [35, 102, 110]. In addition, my prototypes were for improving co-located and
remote collaboration. Thus, we considered collaboration as another important factor.

Main Findings The survey results showed that participants’ sense of concentrationwas 4.5 (SD
= 0.293), immersion was 3.7 (SD = 0.568), and collaboration was 3.2 (SD = 0.116). Our interviews
were semi-structural. Therefore, we coded the answers from the audio interview transcript
regarding interview questions. We summarized some representative results from interviews,
which came from the discussion and agreement of the experimenter and first author. As
seen in Table 3.6, participants’ overall experiences are positive for FlipCards. Participants felt
FlipCards having good communication (75%). Lights in the FlipCards (95%) gave participants a
sense of shared attention. FlipCardsmade the user focus on the partner (85%). Being curious
to see the results of flipping motion (85%) made FlipCards users feel immersive. Answering
answers or mistakes made users sense the collaboration (85%). Finally, the participants gave
us some suggestions, such as making the flipping motion more interesting (35%).

Summary My primary findings were: a) Students who used FlipCards showed a better per-
formance; b) FlipCards and paper flashcards have similarities in terms of concentration and
immersion; c) FlipCards students had more verbal interaction (especially sharing ideas and
providing help) than comparison groups.

3.2.2 Chilego

I designed and conducted Chilego study [P10] with one of my master’s students. Chilego is a
tangible device to help remote users to learn Chinese writing together.

Setup Each tangible block stands for an indexing component. As shown in Figure 3.8, users
can assemble two Chilego blocks to make a new Chinese character. We implemented touch
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Table 3.6: Representative interview results of FlipCards(* % = mentioned participants / all partici-
pants).

Suggestions

Overall Experience communication (75%), learn English (65%), fun (45%), teamwork (30%),
game (30%)

Shared Attention timer in the lightbox (95%), learning progress in the lightbox (75%), light in
the flip box (65%)

Tangible for Shared Attention physical device in the view (90%), physical interaction changes the status
of lightbox (70%), information shows in the physical device (65%)

Concentration focus on the partner (85%), try to get more lights in the health bar (70%)

Immersion curious to see the results of flipping motion (85%), look at the partner
(75%), wait for the answer (75%)

Collaboration check the answer (85%)

Suggestion add English pronunciation (85%), make some light effects, e.g., shining
(65%), make the flipping motion more interesting (35%)

sensors at the beginning and end of each stroke. This way, Chilego can recognize the writing
order. We designed different LED color representations to let the user understand the writing
mistakes as shown in Figure 3.9, users can use their finger as a pen to write the Chinese
character directly, and the Chilego system will give feedback.

Figure 3.8: Chilego technical prototype. a) All the technical blocks we developed. It has two sets;
each set has three blocks: “爪” (means hand), “田” (means field) and “木” (mean wood). b) We
can constitute two blocks to create a new character with a male and female Lego connector. For
example, we can connect “爪” and “木” to get “采” (means pick up), connect “田” and “木” to get
“果” (means fruit).

User Study Twenty participants (ten males and ten females) attended our user study, whose
age range was 20–29 (M “ 25.35, SD “ 2.41). All participants had some basic knowledge of
Chinese but had never taken Chinese courses. Their mother tongue was German, Italian,
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Figure 3.9: The user is using an index finger to write on the Chilego block, whose LED feedback will
light on automatically. Meanwhile, the remote partner’s Chilego will show the same light feedback.

Spanish, and French. We intentionally matched participants who did not know each other
as a pair to avoid its influence on experimental results. All participants visited the experi-
menter’s house and attended the user study in two rooms. Two participants were remote in
each experiment but could talk via video. They practiced Chinese character writing using
our tangible prototype Chilego, invisible from the video call. We got written consent from
participants.

Main Findings The survey results showed that participants’ sense of concentration was 4.0
(SD = 0.194), immersion was 3.2 (SD = 0.499), and collaboration was 3.8 (SD = 0.211).

Our interviews were semi-structural. Therefore, we coded the answers from the audio inter-
view transcript regarding interview questions. We summarized some representative results
from interviews, which came from the discussion and agreement of the experimenter and
first author. As seen in Table 3.7, participants’ overall experiences are positive for Chilego.
Participants felt Chilego being interesting (90%). Lights (90%) gave participants a sense of
shared attention. Chilego participants tried to write correctly (70%). Using the finger to write
on the block (75%) made Chilego users feel immersive. Checking the answers or mistakes
made users sense the collaboration (85%). Finally, the participants suggested making users
sense of the common mistake place (40%) by adding haptic feelings.

Summary We got three key findings: a) Chilego has a positive effect on collaboration; b) Users
become more immersive after being familiar with the system and their partners. c) Chilego
enables users to have a good learning performance.

3.2.3 Study Marbles

I designed and conducted Study Marbles study [P3] with two of my master’s students. Study
Marbles is a tangible necklace for remote video group collaboration.

Setup Study Marbles contains a hexagonal box and three marbles (see Figure 3.10). The
marbles have two functions: a) To visualize the users’ current status, e.g., their feeling and
answer to a task or the status of their work progress. b) Moderate group discussion by lighting
up the marble of the current speaker. As shown in Figure 3.11, users wear Study Marbles in
the remote conferencing meeting.
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Table 3.7: Representative interview results of Chilego (*% = mentioned participants / all partici-
pants).

Suggestions

Overall Experience interesting (90%), creative (80%), writing practice (75%), learn with the
partner (55%)

Shared Attention light indication on the block (90%), mistakes (75%)

Tangible for Shared Attention connected physical devices (85%), light feedback on the physical device
(75%)

Concentration try to write correctly (70%), try to remember the partner’s mistake (65%)

Immersion use the finger to write on the block (75%), look at the Chilego (65%)

Collaboration correct the partner’s mistake (85%), wait for the partner’s mistake (70%)

Suggestion design some gamification to motivate us to learn (65%), make two users
can write at the same time (55%), make users sense the common mistake
place (40%), e.g., haptic feeling

Figure 3.10: Left: 3D model render of components; Right: Study Marbles prototype with an inserted
illuminated color marble.

User Study We conducted an online survey and got consent from all participants. Unfor-
tunately, the online format of the survey (due to the pandemic situation) is a limitation of
our user study. However, we included detailed videos to show all the functions and text
descriptions. We got 41 participants (19 females and 22 males). Eighteen of the 41 participants
were 18-24 years old, and ten were 26-34. The rest were 35-74 years old. More than half of them
were students. Thirty-five participants had higher education, and 31 used video meetings
multiple times a week or more often. Themost common reasons for video conferencing were
“attending university lectures, classes, and work meetings”.
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Figure 3.11: Illuminated marbles in the video call show the current status of each call member
using traffic light color coding. The participant in the lower left corner has not selected a marble,
and the necklace remains empty as the marbles are detachable.

The experiment has three processes: a) Participants watch Study Marbles’s function video and
read its explanations. b) If participants have questions, they can ask experimenters to explain
them. c) Participants fill out the System Usability Scale (SUS) [17] and ten questions about their
experience. In addition, we have three open questions to get their opinions and suggestions.

Main Findings As seen in Figure 3.12, participants showed their feeling and opinions of Study
Marbles.

Wearable: 63% of participants liked our wearable design, and 83% thought that the light of
the marbles was an excellent way to convey information. On the other hand, participants’
opinions were more divided when asked if it is desirable to have a wearable tool for online
meetings.

Video meetings: 76% of participants thought they would pay more attention to the video
when using Study Marbles. However, only 39% thought they would feel more comfortable
turning on their video when using StudyMarbles. The last two questions about videomeetings
asked if Study Marbles could be distracting during video calls. This was approved by almost
half of the participants. This raises the question of Study Marbles is more likely to distract the
users than help. Here, the participants were uncertain, as this is still a very new area, and
lacked technology experience.

Collaboration: Regarding Study Marbles’ effect on collaboration, most participants thought it
couldmake themmore willing to participate in group work and help them communicate with
group members more effectively. Most agreed that it could make them feel more connected
with group members. Overall, Study Marbles was rated to impact collaboration positively.

Participants commented: “I think this is a good way to enforce participation in a lecture setting”,
“Study Marbles is especially advantageous in video conferences with many people to make the
participants feel more included”, “Good idea to make everyone more active in the meeting”.
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Figure 3.12: Users’ experience about Study Marbles’s wearable, collaborative and video meeting
characteristics.

Summary Making students feel engaged and connected during videomeetings is a challenge.
In this study, we addressed this problem with a prototype for a wearable user interface called
Study Marbles. It aimed to create a more social and active sense of remote, collaborative learn-
ing in video conferences. Study Marbles is a tangible necklace with attachable, illuminated
marbles that can be worn during video meetings. In addition, it could visualize students’
learning status, moderate group discussions, and enable voting. The user study showed
that participants perceived our prototype as an excellent way to create a more active and
connected environment and improve group members’ interaction in video conferences.

3.3 Designed-based Research Method

I used a design-based research method to develop tangible prototypes in my thesis. All our
project developments follow the following steps:
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Concept ideaÑ Feedback (with interview)Ñ Paper prototype developmentÑ Feedback
(with interview or paper prototype user study) Ñ Technical prototype development Ñ

Feedback (with pilot user study)Ñ Technical prototype improvementÑ Final user study

In the concept idea phase, we usually brainstormed the possible users or scenarios which
could benefit from positive interdependence and shared attention. For example, we inter-
viewed a kindergarten teacher (61 years old, female) who had worked in the kindergarten for
over 25 years. She told us about their exercises with the children and particularly mentioned
a card game. This game has many pictures, and the children must find two cards that could
match (e.g., hand and glove, garden, and house). We used a similar idea to design our posi-
tive interdependence prototype UnitRry in [P6], where two children must find cards with a
relationship.

In the paper prototype development phase, we usually use paper to build the prototype,
which helps us decide the actual prototype’s shape, size, and interaction position. In the
paper prototype user study, we use the Wizard of Oz experiment [139] to see the effects of
interaction designs. To develop the final prototype, we mainly used Arduino or ESP to realize
the functions. As shown in Table 3.8, we have a whole design process for each project.

3.4 Takeaways

RQ2: What are the effects of tangible user interfaces embedded with positive interdepen-
dence or shared attention on collaboration?

I introduced three projects to show how tangible UIs can support positive interdependence:
SpellBoard,MemorINO, and CollabMaze. They have three commons: a) Our target users are
children; b) We designed them for two users to collaborate, and c) The study results showed
that interactive constraints could be specifically designed to allow children to coordinate
their collaborative actions. As you can see from our setups in Figure 3.1, Figure 3.3, and
Figure 3.6, we designed resource interdependence (e.g., to spell a word in SpellBoardmust
with both blue and orange blocks), interface interdependence (e.g., to solve a problem in
MemorINOmust connect the boards owned by both kids), and interaction interdependence
(e.g., to move the character in the maze game, both kids must control the character).

User studies showed that these interdependence strategies had sound effects. Overall, par-
ticipants had reasonable enjoyment, engagement, and collaboration. In particular, there
are three valuable findings: a) Participants’ cognitive engagement decreased after three ex-
periments; b) Similar age groups had better engagement and collaboration; c) Compared to
tablet condition, a tangible UI made interaction more efficient and communication more.

I introduced three projects to show how tangible UIs support shared attention: FlipCards,
Chilego, and StudyMarbles. They also have three commons: a) Our target users are not children;
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Table 3.8: Iterate design processes [8] of shared attention prototypes.

Design Process Study Marbles FlipCards Chilego

Idea:

Create a shared
attention envi-
ronment for two
users to learn
collaboratively...

... how to work together ef-
fectively

... English vocabulary from
German.

... Chinese character writing.

Requirement
Elicitation:

Teacher Inter-
view with...

... one English teacher with
23 years of teaching experi-
ence.

... three Chinese teachers
with three, five, and seven
years of teaching experi-
ence.

Design Concept:

- Create a “shared attention - tangible interaction - enhanced shared attention” loop.

- Two or more users collabo-
rate remotelyto discuss the
project

- Two users collaborate lo-
cally to learn English vocab-
ulary from German.

- Two users collaborate re-
motely to learn Chinese char-
acter writing.

- The interactive device’s
light colors and patterns give
interaction feedback.

- An ambient light system
connects to the interactive
device to give interaction
feedback.

- The interactive device’s
light colors and patterns give
interaction feedback.

- Touch, wave, or press the
device to change the marble
color as an indicator

- Flip the device to know En-
glish from German.

- Draw on the device to prac-
tice Chinese character writ-
ing.

Paper Prototype:

Validation of each design with two users in a pilot study of one hour each.

Technical Prototype:

41 participants, each used
half an hour

45-minute user study with 20 participants in 10 pairs.

b) We designed them for two users to collaborate, and c) The study results showed light as
output could be designed to capture users’ attention and guide their interactions. As we
can see from our setups in Figure 3.7, Figure 3.8, and Figure 3.10, we designed status light,
interactive light, and wearable light to capture user attention in the collaborative task.

The study results showed that these shared attention designs had sound effects. Overall,
participants liked the prototypes and felt good concentration. In particular, there are three
valuable findings: a) Compared to a non-tangible setting, a tangibleUI created an environment
with more communication. For example, FlipCards participants showed more idea-sharing
and help-providing behaviors. b) The collaborative mechanism was not strong. Participants
felt the collaboration only by checking the answers for the partner in FlipCards study and
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Figure 3.13: FlipCards and Chilego prototype use scenarios and concept ideas. We aim to create a
“shared attention - tangible interaction - enhance shared attention” loop, where users can learn
from German to English (e.g., Telefon - phone) using FlipCards and Chinese character writing
practice with Chilego, e.g., write “木” (wood), you need to write in the correct order: “一”, “十”...“
木”. In addition, each stroke should also be in the correct order. For instance, when you draw “一”,
you should draw it from left to right. The system will show you it was wrong writing if it is from
right to left.

correcting the partner’s mistakes in Chilego study. c) Tangible UIs gave participants a good
learning performance. As shown in Figure 3.13, we aim to include users in a “shared attention
- tangible interaction - enhanced shared attention” loop. The loop might be helpful for users
to focus on their tasks and improve their learning performance.
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4
DISCUSSION

As an experience occurs (e.g., easing into a chair), the brain
captures states across the modalities and integrates them with a
multimodal representation stored in memory (e.g., how a chair
looks and feels, the action of sitting, introspections of comfort and
relaxation). Later, when knowledge is needed to represent a
category (e.g., chair), multimodal representations captured during
experiences with its instances are reactivated to simulate how the
brain represented perception, action, and introspection associated
with it.

– Barsalou [10] (pp. 618-619)

This chapter aims to show the insights on RQ3. I reflected on the projects in chapter 3 and
proposed three topics: a) Embodied facilitation for scripting and orchestrating collaboration;
b) Expressive representation for guiding and facilitating joint action; and c) Manipulating
and creating resources with appropriate task difficulties and intuitive actions.

4.1 Embodied Facilitation for Scripting and Orchestrating Collabora-
tion

Reflecting on my studies about tangible UIs for positive interference (i.e., SpellBoard [P7],
MemorINO [P2], andCollabMaze [P6]), Iwould like to discuss: a) TangibleUI as a representation
of collaborative practices; b) Communication, interactivity, and task solving with tangible
interfaces; and c) Manipulating and creating resources with appropriate task difficulties and
intuitive actions.

4.1.1 Tangible as a Representation of Collaborative Practices

Traditional computer-supported collaborative learning environments, e.g., web-based inquiry
learning, online discussion, representational tools, and intelligent systems, focused more on
resource, activity, and communicative design. For these situations, computers aim to create
a communicative or feedback environment. However, only having such an environment
could not make collaboration happen automatically. Users are hard to engage in collaborative
processes without guidance, we need to design a configuration of knowledge components
and representations for collaborative practices [37]. Therefore, I considered both knowledge
and interactive representations in my studies [P2, P7].
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A collaborative physical environment could reduce users’ cognitive loads and make interac-
tive feedback easier to perceive. I used letter blocks (see our study in SpellBoard [P7]) and
physical cards (see our study inMemorINO [P2]) to represent knowledge. Interactions with
such tangible objects embodied a flexible error-and-trial process, which gave users instant
feedback. In addition, it had constrained interactions between two users. Thus, they could
have an interdependent collaboration. The benefits of using tangible UIs as a representation
are a) It was easier to create a collaborative environment for users to communicate and
interact, which came from hands-on participants; b) Trial-and-Error was more evident for
users to perceive, which reduced their external cognitive loads and could focus more on
task knowledge; c) Some basic interactive modes could be designed on purpose to facili-
tate collaborative behaviors. In other words, we could create specific constraints to “force”
users to coordinate actions, which foster group awareness and cooperation. Such constraints
could mean reliance on interactions that must be coordinated or on structures encouraging
reciprocal helping.

I also found some challenges to promoting such collaboration with tangible UIs. First, some-
times users did not comply with the initial design concepts, e.g., they mixed the blue and
orange letter blocks in our SpellBoard study [P7]. Thus, we should be open to diverse, flexible
interaction options. Second, learning tasks were constrained by tangible UIs. For example,
SpellBoard [P7] andMemorINO [P2] was suitable for sequence or order tasks, e.g., spelling.
However, adapting to non-linear or longer sequence tasks might be challenging. Third, the
collaborative mode was constrained by physical designs. Our tangible UIs were designed
for two users. Extending the original design to include more users would not be difficult.
However, physical space configurations need to be reconsidered. Finally, most of our users
understood the interaction designs, but it might take some time. For example, in our Spell-
Board study [P7] (more detailed information in subsection 3.1.1), participants had a good and
stable understanding of the interaction designs until they played on the third time.

4.1.2 Communication, Interactivity, and Task Solving with Tangible UIs

Tangible UIs users showedmore oral communication and better efficiency butmoremistakes
in solving the task. That means tangible users have different collaborative styles. For example,
CollabMaze [P6] study’s observation data indicated that participants in the tablet condition had
more non-verbal behaviors while showing more verbal behaviors using tangible interfaces.
It might be because participants who used the physical object as the input device to complete
the task were more possessive. In other words, they did not want their physical device to be
grabbed by their partner. Thus, verbal communication was more common in the tangible
condition. The different frequency of verbal behaviors between the two interfaces is due to
the different frequency of sharing ideas. This finding supports the assumption that tangible
interfaces facilitate participants to communicate their ideas in a positive interdependence
context.

In the tangible condition, we also found that tangible users took less time to finish the tasks
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than tablet users. We summarized three reasons for this result: Participants had different
interactive spaces. In the tablet condition, the participants had less interactive space. For
example, it is difficult for two participants to drag and drop the virtual buttons on the tablet
simultaneously (see our CollabMaze study [P6]). Participants need to manipulate them in a
limited space. However, participants are more flexible with tangible objects to work in the
tangible condition. Second, participants had different interactive feedback. For example,
CollabMaze tablet application has no tactile feedback by pressing virtual buttons, but physical
objects aremore intuitive to control without glancing while looking at the screen. Participants
can perceive the input by interacting with the physical object, saving manipulation time. Fi-
nally, tangible interfaces have better affordance. In the tablet condition, up, down (or left and
right), and shooting has three different buttons, whereas, in the tangible condition, a single
physical device can do everything. Most participants can fully control the physical device
with one hand, whereas the tablet application’s three buttons must be used simultaneously
with two hands.

Finally, participants in the tangible conditions showed higher interactivity and made more
errors but used less time to finish the tasks (see my study in [P6]). These results imply that
tangible UIs might be an efficient tool for helping participants engage in the task. As we know,
participants, particularly young children, are easily distracted. The distraction could come
from the device itself or learning environments. Traditional learning tools, e.g., tablets and
smartphones, can distract participants from working together. In the long term, it would
influence their concentration. Tangible technology can design interactive mechanisms and
have participants focus more on the tasks. In our studies, the participants have a clear collab-
orative goal and role in solving the tasks, which might be one reason for high interactivity.
Another reason is what we have mentioned: tangible interfaces can create more interactive
space and have better affordance.

4.1.3 Tangible Interactive Space and Affordance for Goal Interdependence

Collaboration on a touch screen is limited due to technical restrictions, such as small screen
size, themaximumnumber of fingers detected synchronously, sensor accuracy, and restricted
view field. We could tackle these problems with tangible UIs because tangible objects could
give users more interaction space and affordance. The findings show that the graphical UIs
condition always took longer than tangible UIs to finish the same tasks. One main reason was
users in the tangible condition had specific physical objects to put or control. In addition,
they worked on a “bigger” and “independent” space without mutual interference. Therefore,
having enough interaction space and good affordance is essential for a goal interdependence
activity. Interactive space gives users more flexibility and chances to communicate orally
and use more body movements.

Creating an environment with exciting technologies, e.g., interactive or touch table, virtual
reality, is more expensive. However, tangible technology is promising for building a spacious
interactive environment. In addition, tangible UIs offer good affordance. In other words, we
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could design the quality or property of a tangible object that defines its interdependent uses.
For example, two participants had different tangible blocks in our SpellBoard [P7] study. Each
task required cards from both of them. In our CollabMaze study [P6], one user controls up and
down movements, while the other controls left and right directions. Such interdependent
design elements provide good affordance for creating a collaborative learning environment.

4.2 Expressive Representation for Guiding and Facilitating Joint Ac-
tion

Reflecting on my studies (i.e., FlipCards [P10], Chilego [P10], and Study Marbles [P3]) about
tangible UIs for shared attention, I would like to discuss: a) Using visualizations to moti-
vate users to take action for collaboration; b) Shared attention design for co-located and
remote collaboration, and c) Creating a “attention - action - enhanced attention” loop for
collaboration.

4.2.1 Using Visualizations to Motivate Users to Take Action for Collaboration

Shared attention on an object or content can deepen the collaborative processing of that object
or content, amplifying its impact on users’ cognition and affect. Collaboration works best only
under certain conditions [30] (e.g., appropriate feedback and support), and shared attention is
strongly associatedwith co-located or remote settings. Collaborationwithout shared attention
is inefficient and frustrating because users quickly fail to engage and build on one another’s
contributions [124]. However, creating shared attention environments for collaboration is
challenging. Researchers developed mutual real-time gaze representations, shared gaze
visualization, and augmented reality gaze to facilitate shared attention in collaboration. They
attempted to visualize output information of share attention to help users be aware of the
group process. It is helpful if users have a common understanding of the visualized outputs
and make it a peripheral-vision awareness display; however, if such visualizations indicate
users’ different engagements or are challenging to understand, which might distract them
from collaboration.

My students and I designed and developed two tangible interfaces, FlipCards [P10] for co-
located collaboration and Chilego [P10] for remote collaboration, to facilitate embodied in-
teraction as inputs to influence shared attention as an output in collaboration. We did four
design iterations from theory foundations and design principles and conducted user stud-
ies with 40 participants. Unlike previous studies that mainly focused on visualizing gaze
information, I also aimed to use visualizations to motivate users to take action. In other
words, I sought to involve users in a “attention - action - enhanced attention” loop to improve
the collaborative experience. The analysis results show three key findings: First, creating
a “shared attention - tangible interaction - enhanced shared attention” loop is essential to
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improve users’ collaborative experience. Second, all participants perceived high concentra-
tion; Finally, co-located participants sensed high concentration and immersion, and remote
users showed good collaboration. From an HCI perspective, I provided practical solutions to
improve users’ shared attention in collaboration. Future researchers can refer to my design
processes as guidance for designing other interfaces for new scenarios.

4.2.2 Shared Attention Design for Co-located and Remote Collaboration

Twomain findings frommyquantitative data analysis in [P10] exist. The first key finding is that
co-located designs showed good concentration and immersion. I conjecture that three reasons
could result in it. First, FlipCards is an integrated environment independent of computer-
mediated communication. However, remote users must communicate by observing the
Chilego and talking in the video call. Maybe such a context, where users interact in a physical
environment but with computer-mediated communications, distracts and separates users.
Second, co-located scenario uses one object to attract users’ shared attention. Besides peeping
on the lightbox, users also have eye contact, which might facilitate their concentration and
immersion. However, remote design has two objects. Even though the light feedback in
one device synchronizes with the other, participants might understand or perceive such
synchronization as information visualization and not an immersive experience. Finally, face-
to-face is inherently better than a synchronous video call to make users concentrate and
immerse because face-to-face has the highest presence. As Witmer et al. [151] proposed,
concentration and immersion were two essential components of presence.

The second key finding is that remote designs showed good collaboration. The interview
results also approved it. During the interview, FlipCards participants mentioned that they
perceived collaboration as checking vocabulary answers for the partner. However, Chilego
participants also expected to know and remember their partner’s mistakes to avoid their
own mistakes. Therefore, this result might occur due to the differences in task collabora-
tive requirements. In addition, we only measured participants’ subjective perceptions of
collaboration in general. It might be inaccurate because what we care about is the shared
attention on collaboration. Measuring such a concept is complex, but we should consider the
differences.

To improve the design, I can propose three valuable reflections: a)What are the differences
between a “joint” view from two co-located users looking at the same object and a “shared” view
from two remote users looking at different objects but has the synchronous information? The in-
formation shown through the objects is the same in the above two situations. Therefore,
their information perceptions are similar. However, joint view facilitates eye contact, which
might increase the shared attention; b)What are the differences between receiving an output
of tangible interactions from a different device and the same one? How do such differences affect
users’ concentration and immersion?My findings show that participants who received tangible
interaction output from a different device felt better concentration and immersion. It might
imply that the separation between action and vision helps users to be more concentrated and
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immersive; c)What are the collaboration differences between a co-located setting with a shared
device and a remote location with synchronous devices, repressively? Our results showed that a
remote environment with synchronous devices was suitable for collaboration. In other words,
object ownership and a sense of control might facilitate collaboration.

4.2.3 Creating a “Attention - Action - Enhanced Attention ” Loop for Collaboration

We wanted to involve users in a “shared attention - tangible interaction - enhanced shared
attention” loop to improve their collaborative experience. Our approach was to enrich the
physical action and the inherent “feedback Ñ” and “feedforward Ð” [20] to allow richer
couplings between action and shared attention. In our FlipCards study [P10], the flipping
interaction is connected to a lightbox to show the timer and performance information. We
used the timer to push the users to take action (Ð), which on the other way around, also
made them have to inspect the lightbox (Ð). Therefore, 95% of participants mentioned
that the timer showing in the lightbox helped them create shared attention. We received
similar interview feedback in our Chilego study [P10]. We implemented LED lights in the
Chinese character groove to indicate whether the writing was correct or wrong. Ninety
percent of participants used such indications to remember the mistake (Ð) and confirm the
action (Ñ). In addition, the physical device in sight and tangible interaction were two highly
mentioned tangible properties for shared attention. The above results are consistent with our
design rationales: leveraging the ambient light into physical properties to convey essential
information for tangible interaction.

Our studies in [P10] are like a probe of the representative output for the “shared attention -
tangible interaction - enhanced shared attention” loop. The user study results confirm some
of our design assumptions, e.g., physical and visual design. However, we still need more
deliberate studies to narrow the design differences and their effects. My studies show that
the following three questions deserve future work. a) Which main factor facilitates shared
attention? Is it interaction output or information output? b) What else could be considered an
appropriate output to enable the shared attention except for ambient lights? For example, can
we designmovement, haptic, heat, or coldness to improve users’ shared attention experience?
c) Do other tangibilities (e.g., deformation, conduction, and connection) also affect the shared
attention experiences? If yes, what are the rationales? In our studies, we mainly explored
process visualization and used it to create “the experience of attending to the information that
matters.” However, if tangibility involves, the design rationales might need to change because
it is beyond visual feedback but also physical perception.

4.3 Physical Space, Embodied Interaction, and Collaboration

From a deeper conceptual level, I would like to discuss the values of tangible UIs for col-
laboration: a) Object-driven perception to improve collaboration; b) Embodied facilitation
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as design decisions to support collaboration; and c) Manipulate and create resources with
appropriate task difficulties and intuitive actions.

4.3.1 Object-driven Perception to Improve Collaboration

Collaboration is an inherent object-driven process. Authentic tasks and physical materials
in the real world enable users to concrete their imagination and creative ideas into a solid
form and finally change reality. In other words, tangible UIs make users better understand
abstract concepts in an authentic context and implement the knowledge they have learned
into practice. In a collaborative context, such object-driven perceptions become even more
beneficial because they reduce the requirements for common understanding. As designers,
we can design the object forms, e.g., shape, color, texture, indicator, and meaning, to scaffold
users to take actions and inherent the interactive implications. For example, in our SpellBoard
study [P7], we had the LED feedback indicator at each block’s left top. It can reduce the
misunderstandings of some letters, such as “M” and “W”. We can also design different block
shapes to decrease the irrelevant intervenes and focus on internalizing knowledge. Finally, it
is worth mentioning that design might also restrict the interaction. Therefore, we should be
aware to see and understand the pros and cons of tangible interaction.

In addition, differentmaterials, especially familiar ones, trigger the potential of users’ actions
in an unexpected situation. For example, as a playful material, slime can visualize traces
of use in users’ interactive behavior. I did not introduce it in chapter 3 but did a metaphor
interface with the slime in [P4]. It showed good potential to explore how materials can
scaffold our knowledge and understanding. It is an actual interactive experience with tangible
technologies. Significantly, tangible UIs could increase users’ perception of space and time
by presenting the invisible micro-world and showing long-term slow changes quickly within
a limited time.

4.3.2 Embodied Facilitation as Design Decisions to Support Collaboration

There is the proximal and full embodiment. Full embodiment is the most restrictive case
where the “user provides input and receives output from the same tangible object” [82,
p. 6]. Whereas proximal embodiment only has the input to be tangible. Learning sciences
states that knowledge and mental concepts do not exist “irrespective of the organisms who
apprehend them” but are rooted in the “situated, spatial-dynamical, kinesiological, and
somatic phenomenology of the person” [1, p. 301]. In this sense, acquiring knowledge, i.e., the
learning process, is a multimodal process with a somatic component. Embodied systems can
facilitate and enhance this process. Hornecker [54, p. 145] suggested that embodied facilitation
can be used to tie embodied system features to the pedagogical notion of learning as a somatic
process. Embodied systems can be designed to enforce social configurations and guide users’
behavior by facilitating some movements and hindering others. Therefore, they shape how
we collaborate; they can induce us to collaborate or make us refrain from collaboration.
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We can understand embodied facilitation as a set of design choices explicitly using physical
and spatial surroundings and restrictions to support the bodily dimension of learning and
synchronous collaboration. Users can physically engage in the tangible collaborative envi-
ronment. In the physical setup, users tend to participate together more, which facilitates
in-group collaboration and participation in activities. A shared tangible UI makes group
members better aware of the group process and feedback. For example, some designs for
peripheral interactions can reduce cognitive loads. In our FlipCards [P10] and Chilego [P10]
studies, we designed peripheral information visualization to help users to take actions for
better collaboration.

4.3.3 Manipulating and Creating Resources with Appropriate Task Difficulties and
Intuitive Actions

The increasing diversity of resources can inspire ideas, while limited choices can help users fo-
cus on collaboration. Therefore, we should avoid toomuch or too complicated computational-
enriched medium, which might frustrate users with little knowledge. For example, all my
tangible designs for positive interdependence (i.e., SpellBoard [P7],MemorINO [P2], and Collab-
Maze [P6]), we simplified resource designs on purpose to have an appropriate task difficulty
for participants. It was mainly because our participants were children, which was a neces-
sary consideration for them. However, it also applies to other users because we design the
resources to scaffold users to collaborate, not to increase their external cognitive loads. For
example, if our target users have protanopia, we should avoid using red and blue colors in
the design of tasks or physical appearance.

Tangible UIs could shorten the distance between interaction input and output and allow users
to manipulate and create things with more unconscious and intuitive actions. It is a unique
characteristic of tangibleUIs tohave an intuitive interaction. Therefore,we shouldparticularly
consider such design advantages facilitating collaboration. We can think with interactive
metaphors and gamification to have intuitive actions. For example, in our FlipCards [P10], we
stimulated the flashcard actions to engage users in the process. Because such “flip” action
connects the user with their existing learning experience. In addition, the lightbox with an
exciting and easy-understanding design also helps users concentrate on their tasks.

4.4 Limitations

It is worth discussing thatmy current studies have four limitations: First, we tested positive in-
terdependence tangible prototypes (i.e., SpellBoard [P7],MemorINO [P2], and CollabMaze [P6])
only with children. The same is for shared attention tangible prototypes (i.e., FlipCards [P10],
Chilego [P10], and Study Marbles study [P3]), whose participants were not children. Such in-
consistency in experimental design might influence the generalization of our study results.
In other words, we might need to redesign some of our interactions or interfaces when our
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target user groups change. Let us take SpellBoard as an example, a tangible device for children
to learn German spelling. Some adults, e.g., international students, might also be interested
in using it. However, we might need to redesign the graphic UI because we currently use
children-friendly and cartoon designs. For adults, it might be better to use more life-related
scenarios.

Second, my thesis title is “Tangible User Interfaces to Support Collaborative Learning”. How-
ever, it does not explicitly describe how my thesis improves “learning”; instead, it is more for
collaboration. Learning is mentioned, and most prototypes have a learning context. Unfortu-
nately, it is neither defined nor specific learning properties that are elaborated explicitly that
should be supported. From a learning science perspective, my research might fail to meet
their expectations.

Third, we only did lab studies and did not test our prototypes in a naturally collaborative
environment, e.g., groupwork in the classroomorworkingplace. In a lab study, themotivation
for users to use the prototypes was not intrinsic. The users rely more on extrinsic motivations,
e.g., interest in new technology, to participate in the activities. Such differences might affect
experimental results, such as the novelty effect and a high sense of immersion. This might
also influence the generalization of our study results.

Finally, we provided a design process from theory foundation to prototype development
without specific decision-making descriptions.We consistently get feedback from the targeted
users or their related persons by conducting multiple user studies. Therefore, our guidelines
act more likely as a design framework, not a handbook. However, suppose future researchers
want to develop a new tangible UI for a new context. In that case, they will still encounter
problems, such as not knowing how to design the interaction and collaborative activities.

4.5 Takeaways

RQ3: What are the implications of tangible user interfaces embedded with positive
interdependence or shared attention on collaboration?

When a tangible UI is embedded with positive interdependence for collaboration, there are
three mechanisms: a) an interactive and physical space for interdependence, b) physical
representation with knowledge externalization for collaboration, and c) resource, interface,
and interaction interdependence.

When a tangible UI is embedded with shared attention for collaboration, there are three
mechanisms: a) a connected interactive space, b) information and interaction visualization
to attract users’ attention and c) an interactive loop from attention to action.

In general, physical space and embodied interaction are two typical characteristics of tangible
UIs. In addition, to improve collaboration, tangible UIs provide object-driven perception,
embodied facilitation, and intuitive interaction.
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5
CONCLUSION

Representations are stand-ins for actual objects. An agent is in
continuous contact with the object with which it needs to interact.
If an agent is in continuous contact with the objects with which it
needs to interact, then it doesn’t require stand-ins for these objects.

– Shapiro [129] (p. 191)

Collaboration without scripting and orchestration is hard to be successful. Technologies,
especially tangible UIs, show good advantages in supporting collaboration.My thesis explored
howwe can design and develop tangible UIs for collaboration. Initially, I investigated tangible
design space for collaboration. Then, from theory, design principles, and method, I showed
how to design and develop tangible UIs for positive interdependence and shared attention,
which is essential for good collaboration.

By presenting three projects for positive interdependence and three for shared attention, I got
two key findings: First, participants in our positive interdependence projects had reasonable
enjoyment, engagement, and collaboration. Tangible UIs with positive interdependence
design imply: a) an interactive and physical space for interdependence, b) physical repre-
sentation with knowledge externalization for collaboration, and c) resource, interface, and
interaction interdependence. Second, participants in the shared attention projects liked
the tangible prototypes and had good concentration. Tangible UIs with shared attention
design implies a) a connected interactive space, b) information and interactive visualization
to attract users’ attention, and c) an interactive loop from attention to action.

My thesis dug into rationales and actual developments of tangible technologies to benefit
collaboration. My research results show how tangible design can improve the collaborative
experience. Overall, my doctoral thesis has three contributions. First, I provided a design
space framework for tangible UI designs and elaborated practical design guidelines (from
theory, principle, and approach to actual prototype development). Second, my students and
I designed and developed sixteen tangible prototypes to see the real effects of tangible UIs.
Finally, I discussed the insights of tangible mechanisms for positive interdependence and
shared attention.

Collaboration is a big topic. My thesis study only investigated positive interdependence and
shared attention in collaboration. For future work, we can also consider other potentials
of tangible UIs for collaboration, such as object ownership, interpersonal connectedness,
and tangible interaction in virtual reality. Unlike other interfaces, object ownership is a
unique feature of tangible UIs. Users not just interact with it but also sense having it. Except
as a tool, we can also design tangible UI as wearable devices, which is helpful for ubiquitous
collaboration. In addition, tangible UIs are suitable for creating personal connectedness
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Conclusion

between users, especially for remote collaborative users. In the future, remote collabora-
tion will become more and more common. Therefore, it is essential to improve the remote
collaboration experience, where the users do not just rely on video conferencing systems
or collaborative online platforms to collaborate. Furthermore, tangible UIs have unique
advantages to being a remote group orchestration tool. Finally, virtual reality opens a new
world for users to collaborate with more and more applications. However, the interaction
in virtual reality is still mainly by controlling handles. It is appropriate for some scenarios,
such as handle-based interaction in the game. However, tangible UIs might provide good
potential if the interaction needs specific interfaces or haptic feedback. Therefore, tangible
interaction in the virtual is an exciting research topic.
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